organization:gruppo folk milis pizzinnu
via mattigheddas 7 09070 milis(or)sardegna-italia-euInfo & Conditions, Programm(not official).
22°International Folklore Festival “la vega”of milis-sardaigne-italy
29 july 8 August 2016
1- The organizing folk dance group ‘MILIS PIZZINNU”
A-The organizing folk dance group ‘”milis pizzinnu” was founded in 1982 in milis-(or)
Village in sardaigne(italy) The intention of the group is to
propagate, and to keep alive traditional folk art of milis in all its aspects. In total, the
group is
counting about 100 members between the age of 3 and 60 years old, to age and interests.
The performing group of folk dance counts about 25 people with an average age of 25 years
old. This group can bring a more then two hours during program of traditional dancing and live
music. The program is based on several aspects of daily life in traditional sardaigne.
.They have been
dancing on festivals in Bulgaria,Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, slovenia,portugal,spagna,slovakia
B- The International Folklore Festival “la vega”of milis
Every year in august, folk dance group ‘milis pizzinnu” organizes the International Folklore
Festival of milis, with the participation of several folk dance groups from all over the world.
In august 2011, the festival will take happen for the 18th time.
The International Folklore Festival of milis is an amateur festival, where in the first place non professional
folk art groups of a high artistic level are performing. The festival is not a competition
between the groups. The object of the folklore festival is to show the audience the richness
of cultural diversity in Europe and in the world by performing several foreign folk dance groups
on the stage. But also, during the festival, people from all over the world can fraternize with
each other by dancing together, playing music together, making excursions, playing games, etc.
Folk dance groups of many countries participated in the International Folklore Festival “la vega”of milis:
Armenia, Austria, Bulgaria, Bielorussia, Venezuela,Thailandia, Slovacchia, Spain, Turkey,
Croatia, , France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico,
Poland, , Rumania, Russia, Serbia, argentina,corea,slovenia,scotland,estonia,costa rica,belgio,macedonia,perù,bosnia e
erzegovina

2-. Festival information & conditions
A- Period and number of participants
B- The group should arrive in milis on Friday evening 29 july 2016 and leave on monday
morning or evening 8 august 2016. 29 lipca-8 sierpnia 2016
c- Maximum number of participants is 35 (male and female dancers, musicians,
accompanying,
35 OSÓB,
including drivers)-to argue for higher number

3-participation shares
A-the fee is well established,the group must pay

5,00 € per person per day for those traveling by bus, 20,00 € per person per day for
air travelers and it includes all movements in Sardinia for performance and travel to
and from the airport
B-refund:

C-Payment: a 'down payment of 50% must be paid by 30 March 2016, the rest 20
July 2016, drivers who will sleep in rooms for a fee will be exempted from paying the
group

4. Accommodation.
A-They live all in the same local within, sleep, services, food, everything is within the
school premises even space for testing-During the festival period, lodging and meals will
be charged by the organiser. The you lodge in the schools in classrooms or gym with the
essential hygienic services. every group has available, cot mattresses and sheets but

no pillows: every group will have 4 toilets, sinks and mirrors and shower room
reserved
NIE MA PODUSZEK
*Drivers.
Considered That there are no available rooms will be housed Drivers With
Their Respective groups, if any group wants to accommodate drivers of other
premises (hotels, b & b, holiday farms) must pay the costs,si recommended once
you get to your destination is not insist on the drivers to sleep in different rooms
of the accommodation at the group.* stick to what is written above
Certain is that my participation in the festival, in all festivals, in all countries, is a vacation, a fun,
but above all you must think about the festival and the conditions thereof, dance and performance
you are welcome in the most beautiful island in the Mediterranean with the seas and beautiful
beaches.

4- Performances
A-. The participating group will do several performances in the International Folklore
Festival of
Milis or in other festivals/events where the Festival organization is cooperating with. the
exhibitions will also be held in other distant countries by milis, from 20 to 150 km.

The total Km for performances in other countries of Sardinia will be about km 1000.
B-. The performances during the festival will be 30/40 min. for parade or street
performances and
30/40 min. for the regular festival performances. The group is requested to prepare at least
two different programm of 20-30 min.
C-. All shows must be based on folk dances. Groups will present their traditional dances
and music.
D-. Musicians will play life at the time of the performance (recorded music is not allowed).
E-. The participating group is not allowed to accept other invitations or to perform during
the festival period without the permission of the organizers.
F-. The participating group is allowed to sell records and souvenirs from their own country
only
on places provided by the organizers.
G-. During the festival the group cannot charge any fees for the concerts or additional
performances requested by the organizers nor for radio and television broadcast, film and
video recording.
H-the group will have from one to two days off.
I-. Some performances will be in other countries, so we can not know what we do, the

decisions the organization are theirs and not mine.

5-Medical services
A-. The participating group must have it’s own medical insurance.
6-politics / religion / social rules

A-festival la vega respects all opinions on political and religious groups-all can participate
regardless of their religious and or political-but non'è allowed to make political or religious
activities during performances and places of the exhibitionB-all activity of individual or entire group of unrelated mutual respect or that may damage
the Image and / or events in question will be examined by the organization will take
appropriate action.C - Mutual respect and education are the basis for a peaceful and
serene life ...........
7-various information
A--. Gifts will be delivered between the groups, the Festival organization and the Mayor of
the city of milis e for other group.
B-. The participating group has to take with them national clothes, musical instruments,
flag(s) and will be asked to use them during the festival.
C-. The participating group and its members is bound to the activities and the program that
is planned as part of the festival. All the members of the participating group, including
drivers and attendants, will accept the rules and instructions of the organisation.
D-. Adaptations to these conditions can be discussed and approved by the organizers.
E-- the sooner possible and not over the month of March you would owe it stuffed to see
the aerial tickets. this document must be re-sends e-mail to the address with the stamp of
the group and countersigned for acceptance of the conditions.
F- very important is the respect of the hours that will determine the organization, from

breakfast to lunch and departures for performance.
Contacts:antonio ortu
Mobil 3408724955
e-mail-milispizzinnu@yahoo.it
address-via monte grappa 4
09070 milis –or-sardegna-italia
Program not official
July 29 arrival
July 30, exhibition in another country. 100 km x2
july 31, exhibition in another country. 130 km x 2
august 1 exhibition e parade in milis
august 2 exhibition in milis
august 3exhibition/ e parade in another country. 100 km x2
august 4. Pause –poket lunch
august 5 exhibition/ e parade in another country. 100 km x2.
August 6 at your exposure in another country. 110 km x 2
August 7 exposure- in another country. 100km x 2
August 8 depart.
August 9

the morning, in turnover, music and dancing among some squares or bars in the country.
Ps. the program may be subject to change at any time
With this signature I agree to the conditions, which do not perceive any kind of
reimbursement and that the drivers will sleep with us in the accommodation given to us,
would otherwise have to pay for their accommodation in hotels or b & bs-

I signed______________________president/responsible folk group______________

Of________________________ that accept the above conditions and unequivocally
that once in place not encamp no pretense.
Signature

stamp

